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Päivi Hakola
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On Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/paivi.hakola.1

* Tailwind training

Youth Centre Villa Elba
www.villaelba.fi
**What?** *Structured, goal-oriented and preventive social training is arranged in nine Youth Centres in Finland.*

**To whom?** *The training is intended for young people aged 13–28 who are in a transition phase.*

**Goals?** *The goal of the training is to improve everyday skills and develop skills that are needed both in studies and working life.*

**Costs?** *The training is free for groups participating in workshops and outreach youth work. Other organisations will pay the deductible of the training. The sending organisation will cover the travel expenses.*

**Sending Organisation?** *The training is an additional resource for outreach youth work, workshops and multidisciplinary cooperation.*

---

**EXPERIENCES BY THE SEA IN VILLA ELBA**

**Villa Elba** utilizes the lighthouse islands Trutklippan and Tankar. Part of the Tailwind training is carried out on the islands.

During the Tailwind training the youngsters will be offered structured service and career counselling that will proceed in small steps as well as initial training. Those who participate in a long-term Tailwind training have the opportunity to take part in international volunteer work via the European Volunteering Service.

We will deal with different issues during the training period with the help of different themes: media, everyday skills, career counselling, trying out different activities, emotion workshops and international possibilities.